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13.4. NONCRYSTALLOGRAPHIC SYMMETRY AVERAGING
Putting all these together, it is easy to show that
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13.4.9. Combining different crystal forms

Fig. 13.4.8.1. Interpolation box for ﬁnding the approximate electron
density at G(x, y, z), given the eight densities at the corners of the
box. The interpolated value can be built up by ﬁrst using interpolations
to determine the densities at A, B, C and D. A second linear interpolation
then determines the density at E (from densities at A and B) and at F
(from densities at C and D). The third linear interpolation determines the
density at G from the densities at E and F. [Reproduced with permission
from Rossmann et al. (1992). Copyright (1992) International Union of
Crystallography.]

Frequently, a molecule crystallizes in a variety of different crystal
forms [e.g. hexokinase (Fletterick & Steitz, 1976), the inﬂuenza
virus neuraminidase spike (Varghese et al., 1983), the histocompatibility antigen HLA (Bjorkman et al., 1987) and the CD4 receptor
(Wang et al., 1990)]. It is then advantageous to average between the
different crystal forms. This can be achieved by averaging each
crystal form independently into a standard orientation in the h-cell
(if the redundancy is N  1 for a given crystal form, then this
simply amounts to producing a skewed representation of the p-cell
in the h-cell environment). The different results, now all in the same
h-cell orientation, can be averaged. However, care must be taken to
put equal weight on each molecular copy. If the ith cell contains Ni
noncrystallographic copies, then the average of the densities,
i x i  1, 2, . . . , I, is
.P
P
Ni i x
Ni
i

13.4.8. Interpolation
Some thought must go into deﬁning the size of the grid interval.
Shannon’s sampling theorem shows that the grid interval must
never be greater than half the limiting resolution of the data. Thus,
for instance, if the limiting resolution is 3 Å, the grid intervals must
be smaller than 1.5 Å. Clearly, the ﬁner the grid interval, the more
accurate the interpolated density, but the computing time will
increase with the inverse cube of the size of the grid step. Similarly,
if the grid interval is ﬁne, less care and fewer points can be used for
interpolation, thus balancing the effect of the ﬁner grid in terms of
computing time. In practice, it has been found that an eight-point
interpolation (as described below) can be used, provided the grid
interval is less than 1/2.5 of the resolution (Rossmann et al., 1992).
Other interpolation schemes have also been used (e.g. Bricogne,
1976; Nordman, 1980; Hogle et al., 1985; Bolin et al., 1993).
A straightforward ‘linear’ interpolation can be discussed with
reference to Fig. 13.4.8.1 (in mathematical literature, this is called a
trilinear approximation or a tensor product of three one-dimensional
linear interpolants). Let G be the position at which the density is to
be interpolated, and let this point have the fractional grid
coordinates x, y, z within the box of surrounding grid points.
Let 000 be the point at x  0, y  0, z  0. Other grid points
will then be at 100, 010, 001 etc., with the point diagonally opposite
the origin at 111.
The density at A (between 000 and 100) can then be
approximated as the value of the linear interpolant of 000 and 100 :
 A  A  000  100

000 x:

Similar expressions for  B,  C and  D can also be written.
Then, it is possible to calculate an approximate density at E from
 E  E  A  B

A y,

with a similar expression for  F. Finally, the interpolated density
at G between E and F is given by
 G  G  E  F

E z:

at each grid point, x, in the h-cell. Additional weights can be added
to account for the subjective assessment of the quality of the
electron densities in the different crystal cells.
With the h-cell density improved by averaging among different
crystal forms, it can now be replaced into the different p-cells.
These p-cells can then be back-transformed in the usual manner to
obtain a better set of phases. These, in turn, can be associated with
the observed structure amplitudes for each p-cell structure, and the
cycle can be repeated.

13.4.10. Phase extension and refinement of the NCS
parameters
Fourier back-transformation of the modiﬁed (averaged and solventﬂattened) map leads to poor phase information immediately outside
the previously used resolution limit. If no density modiﬁcation had
been made, the Fourier transform would have yielded exactly the
same structure factors as had been used for the original map.
However, the modiﬁcations result in small structure amplitudes just
beyond the previous resolution limit. The resultant phases can then
be used in combination with the observed amplitudes in the next
map calculation, thus extending the limit of resolution.
If the cell edge of an approximately cubic unit cell is a, and the
approximate radius of the molecule is R (therefore, R < a), then
the ﬁrst node of a spherical diffraction function will occur when
HR  0:7, where H is the length of the reciprocal-lattice vector
between the closest previously known structure factor and the
structure factor just outside the resolution limit. Let H  n 1=a,
and let it be assumed that the diffraction-function amplitude is
negligible when HR > 0:7. Thus, for successful extension,
n  a=R. In general, that means that phase extension should be
less than two reciprocal-lattice units in one step.
As phase extension proceeds, the accuracy of the NCS elements
and the boundaries of the envelope must be constantly improved
and updated to match the improved resolution. Arnold & Rossmann
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13. MOLECULAR REPLACEMENT
procedure has usually converged so that each new map is essentially
the same as the previous map. Convergence can be usefully
measured by computing the correlation coefﬁcient (CC) and R
factor (R) between calculated (Fcalc ) and observed (Fobs ) structurefactor amplitudes as a function of resolution (Fig. 13.4.11.1). These
factors are deﬁned as
P
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Fig. 13.4.11.1. Plot of a correlation coefﬁcient as the phases were extended
from 8 to 3 Å resolution in the structure determination of Mengo virus.
[Reproduced with permission from Luo et al. (1989). Copyright (1989)
International Union of Crystallography.]

(1986, 1988) discussed phase error as a function of error in the NCS
deﬁnition and applied rigid-body least-squares reﬁnement for
reﬁning particle position and orientation of human rhinovirus 14.
The ‘climb’ procedure has been found especially useful (Muckelbauer et al., 1995). This depends upon searching one at a time for
the parameters (rotational and translational) that minimize the near
r.m.s. deviation of the individual densities to the resultant averaged
densities.
Improvement of the NCS parameters is dependent upon an
accurate knowledge of the cell dimensions. In the absence of such
knowledge, the rotational NCS relationship cannot be accurate,
since elastic distortion will result, leading to very poor averaged
density. This was the case in the early determination of southern
bean mosaic virus (Abad-Zapatero et al., 1980), where the structure
solution was probably delayed at least one year due to a lack of
accurate cell dimensions.
Another aspect to phase extension is the progressive decrease in
or quality of observed structure amplitudes. The observed
amplitudes can be augmented with the calculated values obtained
by Fourier back-transformation of the averaged map. However,
clearly, as the number of calculated values increases in proportion
to the number of observed values, the rate of convergence
decreases. In the limit, when there are no available Fobs values,
averaging a map based on Fcalc values will not alter it, and, thus,
convergence stops entirely.

Because of the lack of information immediately outside the
resolution limit, these factors must necessarily be poor in the
outermost resolution shell. Nevertheless, the outermost resolution
shell will be the most sensitive to phase improvement as these
structure factors will be the furthest from their correct values at the
start of a set of iterations after a resolution extension.
Convergence of CC and R does not, however, necessarily mean
that phases are no longer changing from cycle to cycle. Usually, the
small-amplitude structure factors keep changing long after
convergence appears to have been reached (unpublished results).
However, the small-amplitude structure factors make very little
difference to the electron-density maps.
The rate of convergence can be improved by suitably weighting
coefﬁcients in the computation of the next electron-density map. It
can be useful to reduce the weight of those structure factors where
the difference between observed and calculated amplitudes is larger
than the average difference, as, presumably, error in amplitude can
also imply error in phase. Various weighting schemes are generally
used (Sim, 1959; Rayment, 1983; Arnold et al., 1987; Arnold &
Rossmann, 1988).
As mentioned above, the rate of convergence can also be
improved by inclusion of Fcalc values when no Fobs values have
been measured. However, care must be taken to use suitable weights
to ensure that the Fcalc ’s are not systematically larger or smaller than
the Fobs values in the same resolution range.
Monitoring the CC or R factor for different classes of reﬂections
(e.g. h  k  l  2n and h  k  l  2n  1) can be a good
indicator of problems (Muckelbauer et al., 1995), particularly in
the presence of pseudo-symmetries. All classes of reﬂections should
behave similarly.
The power (P) of the phase determination and, hence, the rate of
convergence and error in the ﬁnal phasing has been shown to be
(Arnold & Rossmann, 1986) proportional to
P / Nf 1=2 =R U=V ,
where N is the NCS redundancy, f is the fraction of observed
reﬂections to those theoretically possible, R is a measure of error on
the measured amplitudes (e.g. R merge ) and U=V is the ratio of the
volume of the density being averaged to the volume of the unit cell.
Important implications of this relationship include that the phasing
power is proportional to the square root of the NCS redundancy and
that it is also dependent upon solvent content and diffraction-data
quality and completeness.

13.4.11. Convergence

13.4.12. Ab initio phasing starts

Iterations consist of averaging, Fourier inversion of the average
map, recombination of observed structure-factor amplitudes with
calculated phases, and recalculation of a new electron-density map.
Presumably, each new map is an improvement of the previous map
as a consequence of using the improved phases resulting from the
map-averaging procedure. However, after ﬁve or ten cycles, the

Some initial low-resolution model is required to initiate phasing at
very low resolution. The use of cryo-EM reconstructions or
available homologous structures is now quite usual. However, a
phase determination using a sphere or hollow shell is also possible.
In the case of a spherical virus, such an approximation is often very
reasonable, as is evident when plotting the mean intensities at low
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